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LONDON: Britain’s finance minister and business chiefs
yesterday urged the country to avoid a “no deal” Brexit
after another crushing parliamentary defeat for Prime
Minister Theresa May over her EU-divorce deal with
Brussels.

The fast-moving Brexit saga eclipsed the govern-
ment’s budget update that slashed the 2019 economic
growth forecast, with the UK economy also hit by
China’s slowdown and trade war tensions.

MPs will decide whether the country should leave
the European Union without a deal, with analysts
expecting parliament instead to favor delaying its
departure beyond the March 29 exit date, in a further
vote due today.

Britain’s economy is expected to expand by just 1.2
percent this year, down sharply from prior guidance of
1.6 percent, finance minister Phillip Hammond revealed
in his budget update.

The downgrade, widely expected after a similar
move by the Bank of England, came one day after par-
liament overwhelmingly rejected May’s draft Brexit
divorce agreement.

‘Cloud of uncertainty’ 
“Last night’s vote leaves a cloud of uncertainty hanging

over our economy and ... our most urgent task in this
House is to lift that uncertainty,” Chancellor of the
Exchequer Hammond said in a budget thin on policy
announcements. “Leaving with ‘no deal’ would mean sig-
nificant disruption in the short and medium term, and a
smaller, less prosperous economy in the long term than if
we leave with a deal-higher unemployment, lower wages,
higher prices in the shops.

“That is not what the British people voted for in June
2016” in the referendum to leave the EU, the chancellor
added. Earlier, Carolyn Fairbairn, director-general of
Britain’s biggest employers’ organization, the
Confederation of British Industry, slammed the politicians’
handling of Brexit.

“It’s time for parliament to stop this circus,” said
Fairbairn after MPs rejected May’s divorce deal for the
second time. May needed to extend the Article 50 dead-
line for withdrawal from the bloc to allow sufficient time
for an acceptable deal, she added.

“A new approach is needed by all parties. Jobs and

livelihoods depend on it. Extending Article 50 to close the
door on a March no-deal is now urgent.”

The British Chambers of Commerce (BCC), which rep-
resents thousands of firms, also insisted that a “no deal”
exit had to be avoided. And they too voiced anger that
politicians were still grappling with implementation of the
2016 referendum result, issuing a stinging rebuke to
Hammond’s Conservative party, traditionally regarded as a
big supporter of private enterprise.

“The government must now urgently set out in con-
crete terms what it will do to avoid the damage that a
messy and disorderly exit on March 29 would cause to
businesses, communities, and the UK economy,” the
BCC said.

Zero-tariffs 
In a bid to soothe fears of a chaotic departure, May’s

government yesterday said it would temporarily slash most
import tariffs in the event of a “no deal” Brexit. Britain also
vowed not to apply customs checks on the border with
Ireland, albeit temporarily.

The new tariffs regime is aimed at avoiding both a jump

in prices of EU imports for consumers and any disruption
of supply chains. It is intended to last up to one year
pending negotiations on a more permanent system.

Under the proposal, 87 percent of imports into Britain
will be eligible for zero tariffs, compares with the current
level of 80 percent. But the tariffs pledge also drew an
angry response from business leaders. “These are being
imposed on this country with no consultation with busi-
ness with no time to prepare,” Fairbairn told BBC radio.

And the BCC lambasted the “abrupt” move as an
“unwelcome shock” for many businesses.

In the auto sector, the government said that carmakers
reliant on EU supply chains would not face tariffs for
imported parts used to make vehicles in Britain. That
news failed to convince UK car industry body, the
Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders. It said a
“no deal” would spark disruption and job losses in a sec-
tor already plagued by collapsing demand for high-pol-
luting diesel vehicles. Japanese carmakers Honda and
Nissan have both recently decided to slash investment in
Britain, partly owing to turmoil created by a possible “no
deal” Brexit. — AFP 

Stop Brexit ‘circus’, businesses sound alarm
LONDON: A video grab from footage broadcast by the UK Parliament’s Parliamentary Recording Unit (PRU) shows Britain’s Chancellor of the Exchequer Philip Hammond (left) delivers his Spring Budget statement in the House of
Commons in London yesterday. — AFP
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Kuwait money supply
at $127bn: CBK
KUWAIT: Money supply in its broad concept (M2)
dropped 0.1 percent last January, in contrast to
December, where it posted KD 38.5 billion ($127 bil-
lion), according to the Central Bank of Kuwait (CBK).
Private sector’s deposits in local banks dropped, in
January, by 0.3 percent, amounting to KD 34.2 billion
($112 billion). 

Those in foreign currency rose, also in the same
month, by 2.8 percent to KD 2.6 billion ($8.6 billion),
where aggregate deposits by this sector amounted to
KD 36.8 billion ($121 billion). Aggregate claims by
domestic banks on the CBK, in the form of the CBK
bonds, settled at KD 3 billion ($9.9 billion) in January.
Total assets at the local banks dropped one percent,

KD 65.9 billion ($217 billion). Net foreign assets at the
domestic banks declined by 2.4 percent, also in January,
reaching KD 7.5 billion ($24.7 billion). Froward assets at
the CBK dropped 2.6 percent to KD 1.5 billion ($4.9
billion). Balance of utilized cash credit facilities to resi-
dents rose 0.2 percent in January, as compared to the
December level, amounting to KD 36.9 billion ($121.3
billion), while the interest rate on one year treasury
bonds settled at 3.25 percent. 

Financing of imports fell, in January by 0.5 percent,
reaching KD 302 million ($996.6 million), while the aver-
age USD exchange rate against the KD, in January, fell
0.2 percent recording 303.1 fils per one USD. Aggregate
total assets at the CBK rose 0.7 percent reaching KD
10.8 billion ($35.6 billion), while net foreign assets
increased at the CBK by 1.2 percent, recording KD 10.5
billion ($34.4 billion). M2, or “broad money,” refers to
current, time and saving accounts, as compared to the
“narrow money” index that alludes to coins, banknotes
and money deposited at the banks. — KUNA

UAE regrets inclusion
in EU tax blacklist
ABU DHABI: The United Arab Emirates has slammed a
European Union decision to add it to a tax haven blacklist
despite the Gulf state’s efforts to meet EU requirements.
The UAE was one of 10 more countries which the EU on
Tuesday put on the list, created in 2017 as part of efforts
to battle tax evasion by the wealthy.

“This inclusion was made despite the UAE’s close
cooperation with the EU on this issue and ongoing efforts
to fulfill all the EU’s requirements,” said an official state-
ment cited by state news agency WAM late Tuesday.

“The UAE remains firmly committed to its long-stand-
ing policy of meeting the highest international standards
on taxation,” it said. The UAE “will continue to update its
domestic legislative framework in this regard,” it said.

The EU had included the UAE on the first list drawn up
in 2017, but later removed it after Emirati officials assured
their European counterparts it would meet EU require-

ments. The inclusion of the second-largest, most open
Arab economy on the revised list came despite the objec-
tions of EU member Italy, a major destination for Emirati
investment.

The UAE statement argued that it has “shared with the
EU a detailed timeline of actions that it is currently imple-
menting in accordance with its sovereign legal process
and constitutional requirements.” In a separate statement,
the finance ministry said it was confident the EU will
remove the UAE from the blacklist.

“The UAE has made outstanding achievements in 2018,
in line with its commitment to transparency and interna-
tional tax standards,” it said. The statement listed a num-
ber of agreements linked to tax cooperation it has signed
with the EU and said it will complete related legislation in
the second half of this year.

The blacklist was first drawn up in the wake of scandals
including the Panama Papers and LuxLeaks, which had
pushed the EU into doing more to fight tax evasion by
multinationals and the rich.

The latest decision moved seven countries, including
the UAE’s neighbor Oman, back from a grey list because
reform commitments had not been met. —AFP 
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